Introduction
Since the works of Slutsky and Frisch, most mainstream macroeconomists understand the business cycle as comprising two distinct features: the impulse (a stream of exogenous shocks) and the propagation mechanism (an oscillating stable system).
There is an alternative approach, popularized by Kalecki, Kaldor, Goodwin and many others. These authors use nonlinear systems to generate self-fulfilling business cycles.
Instability and fluctuations are endogenous to the economic system. These authors do not exclude the existence of exogenous shocks, but argue that fluctuations occur even in the absence of those shocks. Entrenched in this tradition, Goodwin would present in 1967 what became his most celebrated model. Goodwin's predator-prey growth cycle model. 1 Goodwin (1967) 's model describes an antagonistic relationship between workers and capital owners. Goodwin imported a predator-prey model from biology to give form to this class struggle. The Marxian inspiration is clear: in a situation of rising profitability, investment will be raised, creating more jobs and destroying the reserve army of labor. This will give more bargaining power to labor, which can demand higher wages. The increasing wages will imply decreasing profits and thus accumulation slackens, leading to an increase in unemployment, reducing wages and raising profitability: a new cycle begins.
Goodwin's model is structurally unstable. 2 In fact, slight modifications lead to significant changes in the properties of the model. In this study, Goodwin's model is approached as a special case of a more general framework, permitting the evaluation of the effects of relaxing some assumptions. This paper concludes that Goodwin's model is only one step away from the Slutsky-Frisch paradigm.
The Model
Goodwin made five assumptions for convenience (in his words) and two assumptions of a disputable sort. The first five: (i) productivity of labor growing exogenously at rate β , (ii) steady growth of labor force, (iii) two factors of production, both homogenous, (iv) all quantities real and net, and (v) all wages consumed and all profits invested.
Considering the exogenous steady growth of the labor force to be zero does not change the final results, therefore that simplification is made. Considering the total standardized workforce to be 1, the total employment and the employment rate are the same ( L = ). A Kaldorian technical progress function is considered here since it allows the efficiency of labor to be influenced by the size of the capital stock (=K). The effective labor force is:
Goodwin ( The two assumptions of disputable sort were: (i) constant capital-output ratio, and (ii) real wage rises in the neighborhood of full employment (a real wage Phillips curve).
The latter assumption implies:
I allow, like Goodwin and Desai et al (2006) , that the function becomes indefinitely large as L approaches 1. The function has a negative lower bound for low values of L. In the economic literature it is usual to consider two types of models to explain the existence of this type of wage curve: bargaining and efficiency wage models. In a bargaining model, a low employment rate frightens workers, reducing their ability to claim for a large share of the surplus to be divided. If we rely on the efficiency wage theory, see Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984) , we accept that wages have a positive influence on productivity. In equilibrium, firms maximize profits, and workers choose their effort. The unemployment rate plays a crucial role: it affects the probability a sacked worker has of getting another job.
The constant capital-output ratio assumption is replaced by a general CES production function:
As δ approaches zero, the function becomes a Cobb-Douglas production function, and as δ approaches infinity, it becomes a Leontief production function (Goodwin's assumption).
Like Ploeg (1985) , I assume profit maximization; therefore firms hire workers until their marginal productivity equals the wage:
From equation (4), I am able to determine the optimal factor demand ratio (in effective terms), the optimal capital-output ratio (σ ), and labor productivity (a):
where u=(w/a) represents worker's proportion of national income. It is possible to describe the model with two differential equations representing the evolution of labor's share of national income and of the employment rate:
where L K k = . Using the above-derived equations, and noting that all profits are invested,
The Properties
The original predator-prey model is just a special case of the system of equations (7). ), the resulting model is formally equivalent to the Lotka-Volterra predator-prey model:
. The properties of this special case are perfectly known. It has an equilibrium point that is neither stable nor unstable: if the system is close to the equilibrium point, there will be no force pushing it off course, so it is not an unstable equilibrium; on the other hand, if the system is in disequilibrium, there will be no force pulling it to the equilibrium state, so it is not a stable equilibrium. It is clear that the crucial assumption of this model is the real-wage Phillips curve: it is the evolution of real wages that determines the evolution of labor's share of national income, and it is the evolution of labor's share that determines the level of investment. Note that if the exogenous rate of technical progress, β , is zero, the dynamic properties of the system do not change. Thus, Aghion's and Howitt's belief (Aghion and Howitt, 1998 ) that this was the first model in which cycles are a deterministic consequence of the growth process seems incorrect.
If we consider a CES production function ( +∞ < δ ), and keep 0 = γ , we are allowing some substitutability between labor and capital. The economic system becomes more flexible. Ploeg (1985) showed that the rest point of the system becomes stable. A re-edition of the debate between Solow and Harrod-Domar: when it is considered a production function with zero elasticity of substitution, the system does not approach the equilibrium point, just as in the Harrod-Domar growth model. With some substitutability, the equilibrium is no longer unstable and the system approaches a steady state, as in the Solow growth model.
On the other hand, if we keep +∞ → δ , but allow 0 > γ we observe the opposite effect. As in the original model, in a situation of increasing profitability, investment is raised and more workers are hired. But this increase in investment also has a positive effect on labor productivity, which increases profits even further, and hence investment will be higher than otherwise. On the other hand, when accumulation slackens, labor productivity is negatively affected, and profits will be even lower. Mathematically, the rest point becomes locally unstable, and the system generates (locally) explosive cycles. 4 Considering the general case, a CES production function and the efficiency of labor being (positively) influenced by the stock of capital, the economic system is described by the system of equations (7). The rest point is given by ( ) . Linearizing the system around the steady state, system (7) becomes:
The characteristic equation of the above linear system of differential equations is
The constant is positive, so it is the sign of the term in square brackets that will determine the stability of the system. The consideration of a pro-cyclical productivity growth
) has a destabilizing effect while the consideration of a non-null substitutability between factors has a stabilizing effect. Which one prevails will depend on their magnitudes. 6 . Therefore, even for an extremely low substitutability between factors, the system tends to be stable. Changing α between 0.1 and 0.75, or β between 0.01 and 0.075, has nearly no impact.
Conclusion
Goodwin's Predator-Prey model is structurally unstable. In its pure form, the model represents an economy moving in closed orbits. Ploeg (1985) showed that relaxing the hypothesis of fixed proportion technology would stabilize the equilibrium; Goodwin (1991) showed that endogenizing productivity growth has the opposite effect. 5 Assuming this formulation to the Phillips curve guarantees a lower bound for wages growth (-4%). For L = 0.96 wages growth rate become zero. This curve becomes indefinitely large as the employment rate approaches 1. Locally, the specific form of f (.) is irrelevant. Globally, Desai et al (2006) showed that this functional form of the Phillips curve avoids an inconsistency in the original Goodwin model, in which both the labour share and the proportion employed could exceed unity. 6 Berndt (1976) estimated a unit value for the elasticity of substitution of an aggregate production function for the United States. Kalt (1978) estimated a lower value, 0.76. In a more recent study, Antràs (2004) reexamined Berndt and Kalt estimations, and concluded that the elasticity of substitution ranges from 0.5 and 0.95.
I have analyzed both effects in a more general framework. The stabilizing effect of introducing some flexibility in the production function is much stronger than the destabilizing effect of endogenous productivity growth. Only when the production function is extremely close to a Leontief technology does the system generate perpetual (and explosive) oscillations.
